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&I TONMULA SERTES

The RSL Formula Series speaker
systems provide the maximum sound
quality for the lowest cost by eliminating
all unnecessary frills. Fecommended
for use with amplifiers and receivers up
to 6O watts per channel, they feature
advanced design and carry a S year
warranty. The simulated walnut vinyl
enclosures have 3/4-inch contruction.
They all feature removable grilles and
have easy to connect terminals.

Formula 30 $62
This is the least expensive speaker to
carry the RSL name. The 10" passive
radiator assists the 8" woofer/midrange
in delivering deep bass along with the
clean midrange reproduction. The large
magnet phenolic ring tweeter provides
highs with surprising clarity.
23"Hx 1 2"W x 9"D 33 tbs.

Formula 25 $ll
This large shelf speaker uses innovative
design to deliver high performance with
low powered receivers. The larger .12"

passive radiator provides additional
bass. The flat-cone tweeter allows
improved high frequency response.
25%"Hx14%"W x 1 1"D 43 tbs.

Formula 20 $93
This is a high efficiency 12" 3-way
system. The bass reflex enclosure
maximizes the performance of the
wooter. The 5" cone midrange is tuned
in a separate chamber. The highs are
handled by a phenolic ring tweeter.
251/r"Hx141h"W x 11"D 45lbs.

Formula 40 Vinyt Cabinet $114
Genuine Walnut $128

This 1 2" 3-way shelf speaker has our
finest flat-cone tweeter for even more
efficiency. lt has a better crossover
with midrange and tweeter controls and
fuse protection. The 5' midrange has
its own sealed enclosure, A genuine
walnut cabinet is optional.
25%"Hx14%"W x 1 1"D 45 tbs.

Formula 60 $156
This giant column speaker represents a
major price breakthrough . A 12" woofer
and 12" passive radiator combine for
enormously impressive bass response.
It has our best flat cone tweeter and
has a separate tuned enclosure for the
5" midrange. lt features tweeter and
midrange controls and fuse protection.
38"H x 1 5"W x 'l 1 "D SB tbs.
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Black,Cabinet $163

Genuine Walnut $188
We've just made some changes in this
speaker system. This is the most up to
date version of our most popular studio
monrtor, We have incorporated a new
3i4-inch dome tweeter for improved
definition of the higher frequencies,
This professional quality 12" 3-way
speaker system is available in a genuine
walnut or black "studio finish"
enclosure. On the walnut version there
are two independently removable
grilles. One covers the speakers and
the other covers the controls
25"H x l4%"W x 12 D 49 lbs.

3{36(D(D
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Black Cabinet $184
Genuine Walnut $2'|4

We've also made some changes on this
model. This is the most up to date
version of our finest shelf-sized
speaker system, The new '1 -inch dome
tweeter is very smooth and capable of
handling fast transients and high power
applications. This tweeter combines
with the other heavy duty components
to withstand grueling conditions. This
12" 3-way speaker system is avaiiable
in a genuine walnut or black studlo
finish" enclosure. The walnut version
has an attractive all walnut front
25"Hx14%"Wx11'/z"D 50lbs

Since the introc.:: r' l':-e HSL Studio Monitor years back, many brands have
donned the 'a-. S:,c c Monitor". However, our studio monitors are famous
throughoul :^. :':'.ssronal music industry. Our thousands of satisfied custonrers
include rac: s::::-s recording studios, discos, colleges, musicians, and people
like you ,', -: - -^;:' f or mtrsical accuracy. Our studio monitors use only heavy duty
compo.e-:s :-':-lrout. This includes full 3/4-inch cabinet construction, oversized
magnei s:'-r:-'es nigh temperature voice coils, high power level controls, and
mrlrtary s:el crossover components. on these new cabinets we've reduced or
elimrnated the lip around the edge to increase dispersion and give better imaging.
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Genuine Walnut $273

Genuine Oak $273
This attractive column design requires
only a little over a square foot of floor
space. With the accuracy of our studio
monitors, this tower configuration
yeilds deeper bass while projecting a
larger sound image. This 3-way system
features our heaviest 12" woofer with
our largest magnet structure and foam
roll cone surround for maximum cone
travel. This is used in conjunction with a
12" passive radiator for extended bass
response. A heavy-magnet closed-back
5" cone midrange was engineered for
increased efficiency and clarity. The
polycarbonate dome tweeter has wide
dispersion. The easily removable grille
panel reveals the midrange and tweeter
controls. This system is available with
either genuine walnut or genuine oak
veneered enclosure.
40"H x 14Y,"W x 12/z"D 71 lbs.

g( ITEYAIDA
Black Enclosure $296
Genuine Walnut $348

The extreme high efficiency of this
large speaker system allows it to
operate quite effectively with lower
powered quality receivers. Yet due to
the use of heavy-duty parts and careful
construction. it can withstand the
highest powered amplifiers in rugged
disco and professional applications.
Matched 12" and 8 ' ',r,oofers combine
for bass performance equr,'alent to that
of a 1 5" woofer. The 5 midrange has a
stiff, lightweight cone for fast transient
response. An Electrovoice horn tweeter
has our RSL tweeter protection circuit.
The black cabinet has separate grilles
for drivers and controls, The genuine
walnut enclosure with radiused corners
has a separately removable walnut
panel which covers the midrange and
tweeter level controls.
26%"H x 17"W x13%"D 63lbs.
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$383

This giant column speaker is our most
powerful system. Designed for high
volume, low distortion applications, this
model is a favorite in larger studios,
theaters, discos and top quality home
installations. Our highest efficiency
design, this speaker system can
operate on almost any amplifier or
receiver, from the lowest to the highest
wattage. The 3-way design features
dual 12" woofers with oversized
magnet structures for increased power
capacity. Two 5" high power midranges
feature high temperature aluminum
voice coils for high power capacity with
low distortion. The Electrovoice horn
tweeter has the exclusive RSL tweeter
protection circuit. This system also
features tweeter and midrange level
controls and fuse protection. The top
and bottom panels are genuine walnut.
46"H x 18"W x 1 '1 "D 90 lbs.

O{ GRAXIDE
$499

This is the finest speaker system we've
ever produced. lts superior definition,
silky smoothness, accurate imaging
and lightning-fast transient response
reproduce the music with exceptional
realism. This no-compromise speaker
system employs many new innovations
including phase alignment. vertical
driver alignment, reduced mid and high
frequency wavelength return. bextrene
cone midrange and variable damping
woofer. ln addition to the usual
midrange and tweeter level controls.
you can adjust the character oi the
bass. The driver complement includes a
12" woofer, 1 2" variable damping
woofer, 8" bextrene cone lower
midrange, 4" cone upper midrange and
1" soft dome tweeter. This speaker
system also has the exclusive RSL
tweeter protection circuit.
61%"H x 15"W x13%"D 1 12lbs.
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$125 Per Pair

Advanced speaker technology has
resulted in a new small speaker capable
of delivering performance previously
associated with much larger systems.
This miniature speaker can be used in

the home, automobile, recreational
vehicle, or in the studio as a mixdown
monitor. lts performance will equal or
exceed that of expensive German mini
speakers at half their price. The built-in
RSL tweeter protector allows greater
power handling without fear of damage.
Housed in a rugged die-cast aluminum
enclosure, the 4-inch woofer, with its
large magnet structure and enormous
cone excursion, moves a surprising
amount of air. lt also reproduces the
midrange frequencies with ease. A
1-inch soft dome tweeter faithfully
reproduces the high frequencies. Easy
to install mounting brackets and all
necessary hardware are included. This
speaker has a 2 year limited warranty
on parts and labor.
7"H x 4%"\N x 4"D 1 0% lbs. Per pair

@A44 AI.lT(l SPEAI(ER
$69 Per Pair

This 6" x 9" coaxial speaker gives you
clean, powerful sound in your car or
van. lt accurately matches the
capabilities of today's best auto radios
and tape decks. This is a true 2-way
speaker system. The 5" x 9" woofer
has a large magnet structure, a highly
compliant suspension and a long throw
voice coil The 2" tweeter provides a
flat frequency response to beyond
2OkHz. A built-rn crossover network
gives a smooth transition between the
woofer and tweeter and increases
power handling. The high efficiency
design of these speaker systems
doesn't require powerful booster
amplifiers in order to provide excellent
performance. Their wide uniform
dispersion is especially important in
auto installations. Sold in pairs.with
grilles, wire. all necessary hardware
and installatron instructions, these
speaker systems have a 1 year limited
warranty on parts and labor.
6%"Hx9"Wx3 D 3lbs.
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$1 60

This vertical oak rack is a fine quality
piece of hi-fi furniture. lt is constructed
of solid oak and genuine oak veneers.
lnstead of being a closed cabinet, this
open design enhances the beauty of
your stereo components and integrates
well with the look of your room. While
taking up only approximately three
square feet of floor space, it can easily
accomodate loads of equipment. lt has
five shelves, three that are adjustable,
to hold your entire hi-fi system, some
plants and many record albums, lt will
even hold a television set or video tape
recorder as well. This is the answer for
organizing your entire stereo system
and beautifying your room at the same
time. lts also by far the best value in hi-fi
furniture available anywhere,
60"Hx25"Wx19"D

@{L(,W B(lY
$220

This is a horizontal version of our oak
rack. Approximately five feet long, it is
also made from solid oak with genuine
oak veneer shelves. lt will handsomely
display your components, accessories
and records, and also hold plants and
books as well. This attractive piece of
furniture will blend beautifully into any
type of decor.
30"Hx59"Wx18%"D

@.T SPEAI(ER STA]IIIS
$35 Per Pair

Putting your speakers directly on the
floor hurts the sound. Getting them off
the floor and tilting them back slightly
cleans up muddy bass and can improve
the highs. Put your speakers on these
attractive walnut stands and get a major
improvement in the sound of your hi-fi.
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First, you must be totally satisfied with your RSL speaker systems. We guarantee
they will sound great in your home. lf for any reason they don't completely live up to
your expectations, we will be more than happy to take them back within seven days
and cheerfully refund your money.

Second, with the exception of the RSL Micron 100 and RSL 44 Auto Speakers, all
RSL speaker systems have a liberal five year limited warranty on both parts and
labor. Please read the terms in our stores or on the back of the speaker.

Third, in the unlikely event that warranty repairs are needed, our service is the
quickest around, usually completed in less than seven days from the time we
receive the speaker system for repair.
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Canoga Park 8381 Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, Californra 9.1 304
(213) 882-46cC 8733051

Van Nuys 6301 Sepulveda Boulevard, Van Nuys, California 9141 1

(21 3) 7 87 -6863 873-3345
Torrance 21 01 0 Hawthorne Boulevard. Torrance, California 9C5C3

(21 31 37 1 -241 1 77 2-27 06
Westminster 15201 Beach Boulevard. Westminster, Cailforn,a 92863

(213) 594 9646 \714) 893-7558

SPEAI(ER
S'YSTEMS

838'l Canoga Avenue, Canoga Park, California 91304 (213)882-4600/873'3051


